We present an overview of the current status of neutrino oscillation studies at atmospheric neutrino experiments. While the current data gives some tentalising hints regarding the neutrino mass hierarchy, octant of θ 23 and δ CP , the hints are not statistically significant. We summarise the sensitivity to these sub-dominant three-generation effects from the next-generation proposed atmospheric neutrino experiments. We next present the prospects of new physics searches such as non-standard interactions, sterile neutrinos and CPT violation studies at these experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1996, data from atmospheric neutrinos at the Super-Kamiokande (SK) experiment confirmed neutrino flavor oscillations beyond any doubt [1] . This established the existence of neutrino masses and mixing, and was hailed as the first unambiguous evidence of physics Atmospheric neutrinos are produced when cosmic ray particles collide with the nuclei in the earth's atmosphere, producing pions and kaons which subsequently decay into neutrinos.
± → e ± +ν µ (ν µ ) + ν e (ν e ) .
We can see that these sets of decay channels would give the flux ratio of muon to electron neutrinos of about 2. The exact value of the atmospheric neutrino fluxes depend on a lot of issues and are calculated numerically for a given geographical location on earth [3] . We show in Fig. 1 this ratio as a function of neutrino energy for two neutrino trajectories. The red broken like is for nadir angle of 0 • (zenith angle 180 • ) and blue solid line is for nadir angle of 45
• (zenith angle 135 • ). We note that this ratio is larger for more vertically traveling neutrinos and increases with increasing energy. The reason for the former is that the depth of the atmosphere is less for vertical trajectories compared to horizontal trajectories, giving vertically traveling particles lesser time to decay. The reason for the increase of this ratio with energy is that the higher energy particles take longer to decay making the decay process complete and leading to fewer electron type neutrinos and antineutrinos.
Atmospheric neutrinos were originally of interest to the high energy physics community mainly because they constituted the most significant background to proton decay experiments. Indeed, the first observation of atmospheric neutrinos was reported in 1965 at the Kolar Gold Field experiment in India [4] and almost simultaneously by an experiment led by Fred Reines in South Africa [5] , both of which were looking for proton decay. A discrepancy between the predicted atmospheric neutrino fluxes and that observed in detectors was reported first by the Kamiokande II [6] experiment which was set-up to look for proton decay. This anomaly was resolved in terms of flavor oscillations by the SK experiment which established the existence of neutrino masses and mixing.
There are proposals to build bigger and better detectors in the future, some of which would be detecting atmospheric neutrinos. Amongst the most promising next-generation atmospheric neutrinos detectors are the Hyper-Kamiokande (HK) [7] , which will be a megatonclass water Cherenkov detector with fiducial volume roughly 20 times that of SK. The ICAL detector at the India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) [8] is proposed to be a 50 kton magnetised iron calorimeter. Being magnetised, this detector is expected to have very good charge identification efficiency. The Precision Icecube Next Generation Underground (PINGU) detector [9] is proposed as a low energy extension of the IceCube and is expected to have a fiducial volume in the multi-megaton range. This large volume makes this detector extremely promising. Along the same lines, with a very large fiducial volume is the ORCA proposal which will be the low energy extension of the KM3NeT detector in the Mediterranean [10] .
In what follows, we will start with a brief discussion of the existing bounds from the SK atmospheric neutrino data in section 2. In section 3 we will discuss some important aspect of three-generation oscillations. Section 4 and 5 summarise the expected sensitivity from future experiments for neutrino mass hierarchy and octant of θ 23 , respectively. We discuss bounds on non-standard interactions from atmospheric neutrinos in section 5, sterile neutrinos in section 6 and CPT violation in section 7. We finally conclude in section 8.
II. NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS: ROLE OF ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINOS SO FAR
The SK experiment until now has collected the most and the best data on atmospheric neutrinos. The detector is made of 50 kton of ultra-pure water with a fiducial volume of 22.5 kton, and started collecting data in April 1996. The entire data is divided into 
III. THREE-GENERATION PARADIGM AND THE SUBDOMINANT EFFECTS
Within the three-generation paradigm, the neutrino mass and mixing is parametrised in terms of 3 masses, 3 mixing angles and 3 CP phases, two of which are known as Majorana phases. They do not appear in the neutrino oscillations and show up only in lepton number violating processes such as neutrino-less double beta decay. Without them, the PMNS mixing matrix of the neutrinos is [15, 16] is parametrised as When neutrinos travel in matter their coherent forward charged current scattering off the ambient electrons leads to an extra effective contribution to the neutrino mass matrix [17] [18] [19] 
where A = ± √ 2G F N e is the effective matter potential [17] [18] [19] , given in terms of the Fermi constant G F and electron density in matter N e . The sign of A is positive for neutrinos and negative for antineutrinos. It is seen that when GeV energy range atmospheric neutrinos travel inside the earth matter, they encounter sizeable changes due to the matter term which depends directly on the sign of ∆m 2 31 and the value of θ 13 . For θ 13 = 0, the matter effect is negligible, but since we now have very strong experimental evidence of sin 2 θ 13 ≃ 0.025 from Daya Bay, RENO, Double Chooz, T2K, MINOS and NOνA (see [11, 12] for a global analysis of data from all these experiments, and references therein), earth matter effects in atmospheric neutrinos are expected to be significant in the neutrino channel for ∆m , aka, the neutrino mass hierarchy or the neutrino mass ordering [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] and the correct octant of θ 23 [39] [40] [41] [42] meaning whether θ 23 < π/4 or > π/4. In addition, these experiments could also play a role in CP studies [43] [44] [45] [46] at long baseline experiments which suffer due to their lack of knowledge of the mass hierarchy. In most cases, its mainly the presence of the θ 13 -driven earth matter effects which give atmospheric neutrinos the handle to probe these issues, although sometimes ∆m HO. For the electron neutrino survival probability P ee there is no effect of θ 23 since it does not depend on this parameter, but shows a sharp dependence on the mass hierarchy. The muon neutrino survival probability P µµ changes both due to hierarchy as well as θ 23 octant,
however, the octant effect shows up only for the mass hierarchy case which develops earth matter effects. In addition, the difference between the probability corresponding to NH and IH also changes sign as we change neutrino energy E (as can be seen from Fig. 3 ) as well as L (for which one has to do this figure for another baseline). The earth matter effects seen in the conversion probability P eµ from ν e to ν µ shown in the middle panel depends on the octant and does not change sign with L and E. From the discussion above we conclude that in order to see earth matter effects in muons through P µµ one needs a detector with good energy and angle (and hence L) resolution. On the other hand, these requirements are not mandatory in detectors which can observe electrons and measure P ee . However, P µµ also brings in information on octant while P ee does not. The conversion channel P eµ is required for both the muon as well as electron channels.
IV. NEUTRINO MASS HIERARCHY
Discovery of the neutrino mass hierarchy is the next major goal in the field of neutrino physics. Mass hierarchy sensitivity is given in terms of the difference between the signal at the detector between the NH and IH cases. Experiments such as INO, PINGU and ORCA are being proposed with the main goal of determining the neutrino mass hierarchy.
Mass hierarchy determination studies at atmospheric neutrino experiments need to face the challenge coming from two major screening effects which reduce the sensitivity of these experiments. We discuss them briefly below.
The first challenge comes from the fact that matter effects develop only in the neutrino (N α (matter))) or the antineutrino channel (Nᾱ(matter)) for a given true hierarchy. However, both neutrinos as well as antineutrinos come mixed together in the atmospheric neutrinos flux at the detector. For experiments which can distinguish between the charge of the final state lepton such as the magnetised ICAL detector at INO, this challenge does not pose any significant problem. On the other hand, for detectors which can't determine the charge of the particle, this complication does result in reducing the sensitivity to measuring earth matter effects and hence mass hierarchy. Since the total events recorded at the detector for NH is roughly given by N α (matter) + Nᾱ and for IH is N α + Nᾱ(matter)), the mass hierarchy sensitivity can be estimated in terms of the difference
where N α and Nᾱ are the number of events in the neutrino and antineutrino channel of flavor α, and we have assumed that there is no effect of matter for the neutrino (antineutrinos) for NH (IH), which is not a bad assumption. If the atmospheric neutrino flux was same for neutrinos and antineutrinos of all flavors, and if the interaction cross-section of the neutrinos were same as the interaction cross-section of the antineutrinos then the number of events for neutrinos and antineutrinos would be identically same. In that case N α (matter) = Nᾱ(matter) and Nᾱ = N α and ∆N = 0, washing out completely the mass hierarchy sensitivity. However, this does not happen because even though at the probability level the matter effect in the neutrino channel for NH is the same as the matter effect in the antineutrino channel for IH, the fluxes of neutrinos are different from the fluxes of the antineutrinos, and more importantly, the neutrino-nucleon cross-sections are lower for the anti-neutrinos than for the neutrinos. Therefore, even detectors with no charge identification capability can be sensitive to the neutrino mass hierarchy.
The next level of difficult due to screening of earth matter effects in atmospheric neutrinos comes from the fact the atmospheric neutrinos come in both muon as well as electron flavors. Therefore, if one is observing the ν µ signal in the detector, the final fluxes are a combination of the survived ν µ flux (disappearance channel) and the oscillated ν e flux (appearance channel). The net flux at the detector is a combination of the original fluxes folded with the relevant oscillation probabilities. For instance, the net ν µ flux at the detector is given by
where Φ 0 νµ and Φ 0 νe are the fluxes before oscillations. A quick look at Fig. 3 reveals that while matter effect reduces P µµ for the neutrinos for NH, it increases P eµ . Therefore, the net impact of matter effects in atmospheric neutrinos get partially washed down by adding the so-called appearance channel (Φ 0 νe P eµ ) to the disappearance channel (Φ 0 νµ P µµ ). Again, Φ 0 νµ /Φ 0 νe ≃ 2 for lower energies and higher for higher energies, the cancellation is not complete and the residual matter effects can be used to probe the neutrino mass hierarchy.
The most promising next generation atmospheric neutrino experiments that could throw light on the mass hierarchy are PINGU, HK, INO and ORCA. All of these detectors are planned to be large and can observe earth matter effects to different degrees of efficiency.
While INO has excellent charge identification capabilities, PINGU, ORCA and HK are very big in size. In addition, the water and ice detectors are also sensitive to electrons and hence can probe the mass hierarchy in both channels. All of these experiments have made available their mass hierarchy sensitivity. The χ 2 quoted have been calculated as follows. Data was generated at certain assumed true mass hierarchy and with a certain assumed set of values for the other oscillation parameters. This is then fitted with the other hierarchy allowing the oscillation parameters to vary in the fit and picking out the smallest χ 2 value from the set. We give the number of years of data in a given experiment to reach χ 2 = 9 and we do this for both hierarchies assumed as true. Since the values of θ 13 as well as θ 23 directly impacts the projected sensitivity and since the sensitivity increases with the increase of both these mixing angles, we also mention the values of these mixing angles used in the 
V. OCTANT OF θ 23
We have seen in Fig. 3 that the earth matter effects in the muon neutrino survival probability has a θ 23 dependence. This gets diluted due to the presence of the appearance channel as was also discussed in the earlier section on mass hierarchy. However, the residual dependence that remains in the muon data can be used to constrain θ 23 and find its octant.
To illustrate the sensitivity of atmospheric neutrinos to the octant of θ 23 , we show in Fig. 4 the sensitivity of the PINGU experiment. and sin 2 θ 13 and for T2K and NOνA we also marginalise over δ CP . The figure was generated for NH as true and a similar figure for IH can be found in [42] . The sensitivity for IH is a little lower and is explained in [42] .
VI. NON-STANDARD INTERACTIONS
It is now well established that the standard model of particle physics (SM) needs to be extended. Most of such extensions of the SM involve addition of new particles and/or extension of the gauge sector. The low energy limit of such theories can be expected to have effective couplings which are different from that given in the SM. These effective couplings could give rise to addition charged current interactions as well as neutral current interactions and are in general referred to as Non-Standard Interactions (NSI) [17, [47] [48] [49] [50] . The additional charged interactions due to new physics would show up in the production and detection of the neutrinos, while the neutral current interaction could significantly impact the neutrino propagation inside matter. The couplings that drive the additional charged current interactions of the neutrinos will also lead to corresponding beyond SM interactions in the charged lepton sector due to the SU(2) L symmetry of the SM. These couplings are therefore severely constrained from existing data [51] . On the other hand, constraints on the neutral current couplings are less and have been calculated to be [51] |ǫ αβ | < 
where the parameters have been arranged in the form of a matrix with the rows and columns corresponding to {e, µ, τ } and the bounds are obtained at the 90% C.L.. We note that the bounds on some of the parameters are rather weak. In particular the bound on ǫ τ τ looks very loose. These bounds are called indirect bounds in the literature since they are derived from non-neutrino-oscillation experimental data. These parameters also affects the propagation of neutrinos in matter through effective operators. In particular, within the framework of an effective two-generation hybrid model, the SK collaboration has put a 90% C.L. limit on the parameter ǫ µτ < 0.033 and |ǫ τ τ − ǫ µµ | < 0.147 [52, 53] . A comparison with Eq. (4) shows that neutrino experiments have much better handle on these parameters and an attempt to look at the potential on future experiments to constrain these parameters is pertinent. Here we review the prospects of atmospheric neutrino experiments in constraining these NSI.
In addition, since the source-detector NSI are very severely constrained while matter NSI are still loosely bounded, in what follows we will discuss the current and expected bounds coming from the matter NSI only. A lot of work has been done in this field (for illustration, see [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] and references therein)
The neutrino oscillation probabilities change in the presence of NSI. The neutrino oscillation probabilities in the framework on three-generations of neutrinos and in presence of NSI were calculated in [67] . Keeping first order terms in the (small) NSI parameters and zeroth terms in ∆m 
, where A is the matter potential defined before. A similar expression can be obtained for the other oscillation parameters, ∆P ee and ∆P eµ , however, we do not given them here for the sake of brevity.
As can be see from Eq. (6), the muon neutrino survival probability predominantly depends on the NSI parameters ǫ µτ and |ǫ τ τ − ǫ µµ |. Likewise the conversion channel P eµ primarily depends on the NSI parameters ǫ eµ and ǫ eτ . Constraints on matter NSI from existing atmospheric data have been studied in [54-59, 61, 65] . The NSI parameters are expected to be much better constrained in future atmospheric neutrino experiments using bigger and better detectors. With three years of data, we expect the following constraints on the leading NSI parameters from PINGU 90% C.L.(3σ) for NH [62] −0.0043 (−0.0048) < ε µτ < 0.0047 (0.0046) , The limits for IH come out to be similar.
As discussed above, one of the major physics goals of the atmospheric neutrino experiments is to determine the neutrino mass hierarchy. For this what is relevant is the difference in the neutrino oscillation probabilities between NH and IH which is mainly driven by earth matter effects. The presence of matter NSI modifies the effective interaction of the neutrinos with matter, changing the earth matter effect and hence the oscillation probabilities. This change is different for the two mass hierarchies. The difference in the neutrino oscillation probabilities between NH and IH in presence of NSI parameters has been discussed in [62] [63] [64] and studied in details in [66] in the context of INO. We show in Fig. 5 the effect of NSI parameters on the mass hierarchy sensitivity of INO. This figure given the χ 2 when the data is generated for a given neutrino mass hierarchy and a non-zero value of the NSI parameter MH , giving the expected mass hierarchy sensitivity from 10 years of running of INO, as a function of the true value of NSI parameters. We keep only one ǫ αβ (true) to be non-zero at a time, while others are set to zero. The ∆χ 2 is obtained after marginalisation over the oscillation parameters. Reproduced from [66] . and the fitted with the wrong hierarchy. The corresponding χ 2 is plotted as a function of the NSI parameter value used in the data. Only one NSI parameter is taken in the data at a time for simplicity. The figure shows that the mass hierarchy sensitivity does change in presence of NSI parameters ǫ eµ and ǫ eτ , while ǫ µτ and ǫ τ τ do not affect it much.
VII. PROBING STERILE NEUTRINOS
The decay width of the Z boson measured at LEP restricts the number of light neutrino species which couple to the Z boson to be very close to 3. Hence any light neutrino species beyond the already known three neutrinos should not have any gauge interactions and are E (GeV) hence known as sterile neutrinos. These additional sterile neutrinos have been postulated as a possible explanation of the excess observed at the LSND [68] and MiniBooNE [69] experiments. In addition to the LSND (and MiniBooNE) hints, we also have the reactor anomaly wherein the measured reactor anti-neutrino fluxes are found to be lower than that predicted by the theory [70, 71] , and again this discrepancy can be explained by flavor oscillations of sterile neutrinos. A variety of accelerator and reactor based experiments have been proposed to verify these two anomalies and to confirm or disprove the existence of sterile neutrinos.
Presence of sterile neutrino species is also expected to alter the flavor oscillations of atmospheric neutrinos. This change is brought about due to two reasons. Firstly the activesterile mass squared difference is postulated to be in the 1 eV 2 regime. This would give rise to very fast oscillations of GeV-range neutrinos, and would lead to flavor oscillations of downward neutrinos, which in the three-flavor set-up remain unaffected. Secondly, while all active neutrino species undergo neutral current scattering over the ambient earth matter, the sterile neutrinos do not interact. This leads to neutral current driven matter effects which changes the neutrino mass and mixing inside the earth matter and hence oscillation probabilities.
In Fig. 6 we show the neutrino oscillation probabilities as a function of the neutrino energies for the earth centre crossing neutrino trajectory (L = 2R e , where R e is the radius of the earth) in the so-called 3+1 framework, where we add 1 extra sterile neutrinos to the 3 active ones. The mixing matrix is likewise extended to become 4 × 4 and for this figure we have used the parametrisation
where R ij are the rotation matrices and θ ij the corresponding mixing angle. For neutrino traveling in matter there comes in a further contribution to the flavor mixing from the neutral current scattering since while the active flavors all undergo (equal) amount of coherent forward scattering, the sterile species remain unaffected. Thus the neutrino mass matrix in matter for sterile neutrinos is extended to
where However, as Fig. 6 shows, very dramatic effects appear in the oscillation probabilities for the energy range of 100 GeV to 10 TeV, where we witness resonant oscillations due to the sterile neutrino ∆m 2 -driven matter resonance. This dramatic effect on atmospheric neutrino fluxes in the TeV energy range has been studied in detail in [73] [74] [75] . It was pointed out that the TeV atmospheric neutrino events recorded in IceCube can be used to constrain the sterile neutrino mass and mixing plane. There have been attempts to analyse the IceCube data to constrain the sterile neutrino mixing by looking for the sharp change in the expected track to shower ratio at IceCube [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] .
VIII. CPT VIOLATION STUDIES
Lorentz and CPT invariance are one the basic postulates of modern day quantum field theory. However, motivated partly by string theories and other attempted quantum theories of gravity, there have been some interest in looking for breakdown of these symmetries at the Plank scale. While a discussion of these theories is outside the scope of this article, we will here look at some of the phenomenological implications for atmospheric neutrinos if CPT and/or Lorentz invariance is indeed violated. As effective field theory which includes all features of the standard model as well as all possible Lorentz violating terms was proposed by
Kostelecky and Mewes and goes by the name Effective Standard-Model Extension (SME) [81, 82] . However, most studies on neutrino oscillations use a more phenomenological approach wherein a few Lorentz violating terms are added to the standard model Lagrangian. For example, many studies add to the standard Lagrangian an effective CPT violating term parametrised as
where the Lorentz and CPT is explicitly seen to be violated by the 3 × , δb 21 and δb 31 can be challenging. However attempts have been made in the literature to study the impact of CPTV on atmospheric neutrinos (see [83] and references therein).
In [83] 
